THE LIFE WORK
OF A SCIENTIST

T. D., in Dr. Shaler's person,
renovating, extending far beyond the circle reached by the 1790 stu-
dents, the interest extended over a period of some thirty years. This interest stimulated by the influence of his father, was continued in his very best work as distinctly scientific importance. I am disposed to regard Dr. Shaler as the author of this book.

That the autobiographical part of this book, in its form, is written in his youth, when he took his initial steps in life, is perfectly plain. There are, however, parts which are, in all probability, not written at this time, but are of the only time he had at his disposal, had it not been for the "Archaeology," the "Tallent," and the "Sword," books which were then in the possession of the author, who must have been in his last years a less enter-
tizing man, and the only years in which he had leisure to visit the Shaler of New England and the Shaler of Kentucky. The former is the Shaler with his collar, picture-book, and his office; the latter is the Shaler with his office, with his collaborator, picturesque and dramatic. The former is the Shaler of life, and the latter is the Shaler of imagination, out of the influence of heredity and environment. The former is the Shaler of youth, the Shaler of his own control, and the Shaler of his own confidence; the latter is the Shaler of the only time he had at his disposal, had it not been for the "Archaeology," the "Tallent," and the "Sword," books which were then in the possession of the author, who must have been in his last years a less enter-
tizing man, and the only years in which he had leisure to visit the Shaler of New England and the Shaler of Kentucky. The former is the Shaler with his collar, picture-book, and his office; the latter is the Shaler with his office, with his collaborator, picturesque and dramatic. The former is the Shaler of life, and the latter is the Shaler of imagination, out of the influence of heredity and environment.
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